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Abstract: 
Objective: Interoperability (Best Interoperation between cross platform mobile apps using LCIM model). ANALYSIS: 
Mobile devices are gaining more importance and nowadays sharing across platforms is “unpredictable” at best. When we 
try to take a video on android phone and send it to a friend for them to view on their iphone? Android can interoperate 
with other android phone and iphone can interoperate with iphone pretty well that is about where it ends.
Finding: Multi-media interoperability is just the tip of the iceberg. Managing interoperability at the application 
level can be an astonishing task, and on the platform level is just the starting point of bridging the two worlds. It 
leads to further challenges down the road and several questions. Unfortunately this issue can be resolved by using 
levels of conceptual interoperability model. Now we can have a discussion on our regular analysis of standards and 
conventions for design of user interfaces for various mobile platforms, as well as scaling methods operational on 
different physical screen sizes. Interoperability of different systems, including HTML5, Java and .NET is also inside 
the center of this work.
Keyword: Mobile apps, interoperability, levels of conceptual interoperability model, Multi plate form, cross 
platform.

INtRoDuCtIoN1. 
Many challenges for apps developers emerged for different platform application require to be educated rapidly in 
order to build up native apps for multiple platforms .The different platforms, mobile devices come with different 
screens in different sizes, resolutions, and aspect ratios. Many problems are faced during the development of 
mobile applications – especially in cross platform, the issues of user interface. In this paper we concentrate on 
the deal with questions? Can we go for best level of interoperation between cross plat form using LCIM model. 
The LCIM model is the process and form towards enhance interoperability among apps. The LCIM can be used 
in both descriptive and prescriptive form.
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Applications developed can be used on all platforms is often extremely difficult. All platforms have 
different Software Development Kits with different libraries and different ways to design user interfaces. The 
programming languages also differ for these platforms. Android has many different devices available, including 
small smart phones and large smart phones. IOS, likewise, runs on the iPhone.Apps developers practice their 
craft in a digital universe that includes multiple versions of competing operating systems and thousands of 
devices in various screen sizes.

INteRoPeRAbILItY2. 
The Challenge of Cross-Platform Development. Cross-platform can generate important effectiveness for mobile 
app development, but their receiving and usage among app developers is still low. The cross-platform development 
approach compared to a multi-platform approach using native development platforms come from the use of 
a single codebase, which in turn can result in improved interoperability with the cross platform development 
and maintenance. Interoperating different systems implemented on different platforms which run on a specific 
platform, Difficulty of entry into mobile application interoperability development can be lower in cross platform 
development environments with the help of LCIM Model.

In many iPhone and Android operating systems, panel layouts, functions are designing and maturing a cross-
platform app which is giving a high-class client alertness on two or more platforms which will be certainly very 
tricky, When people consider the best option of successful consumer apps which is built on any Native iOS or 
Android. When we see Face book happening out with a Cross-Platform mobile app but it got changed directions 
to Native iOS and Android when people realized the user experience was not generally encouraging.

2.1. Interoperability and Integration Challenges
Integrating the app with preferences, limited settings, and notice apps can is quite a task such a task can be 
overcome with the help of LCIM model. To build a mobile application with best interoperability, Companies 
looking on a mobile platform which should ask themselves how to use programming languages to develop 
variations of the same application for multiple operating systems? In this Technical Perspectives, discover 
a relatively new cross-platform programming languages tools which helps us to overcome the difficulties of 
interoperability. Now we go for a model implementation which gives us best interoperability in between cross-
platform LCIM-Levels of Conceptual Interoperability We start a process of interoperability between mobile 
apps cross-platform we can come across many levels of interoperability to succeed the level of data exchange 
between operating systems.

∑ No interoperability, there No. exist collaboration of data between any applications;

∑ Partial interoperability, only some data collaborate between applications;

∑ Total interoperability, all data exchanged can be used in other exchanged application, is a level of 
interoperability better but difficult to reach.

Now we go for an analysis how the difficulty can be reduced using (LCIM) levels of conceptual 
Interoperability in mobile apps cross-platform.

2.2. Levels of Interoperability
Level 0: Individual systems which have No. Interoperability.

Level 1: There exist a lot for exchanging information among the participating systems. In this level where 
communication infrastructure is very good reputation allowing exchanging bits and bytes where essential 
networks and protocols completely clear.
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Level 2: The Syntactic Interoperability level introduces a regular structure to the data which is used to swap 
over information.

Level 3: When we exchange common information, position model is used; now we reach the level of Semantic 
Interoperability.

Level 4: Pragmatic Interoperability can be achieved when the inter operation systems are alert for the methods 
and procedures that each and everyone are in work.

Level 5: Systems can be operated on data more than one time, state of that system will get changed, now this 
combines the assumptions and constraints which are concern with data interchange. The systems have attained 
Dynamic Interoperability and have ability to recognize the state changes which takes place in the assumptions 
and constraints that both are making overtime, and can have improvement for those changes.

Level 6: The final point of conceptual model has assumptions and constraints of the carrying great abstraction 
of reality are associated, the maximum level of interoperability is reached:

2.3. Conceptual Interoperability
Now we need a fully specified but implementation independent model as requested in Davis and Anderson [19] 
and it’s not a text relating the conceptual idea.

The level of conceptual interoperability model (LCIM) was introduced by Tolk and Muguira (2003) which 
is not the end where two or more interoperation is possible. The Figure 1 shows the layered development of 
LCIM model which is shown below.

Figure 1: the Levels of Conceptual Interoperability Model

FINDINgS3. 
When we develop cross platform mobile apps we find many tools, but with this tools we can find many pros and 
cons when we go for interoperability in between mobile apps. Now we can go for a view about the best of some 
tools which are there in the field and the pros and cons of those best tools. When we refer tools for developing 
interoperability among mobile apps there are many extra-ordinary tools but for best interoperation we process 
with LCIM model.
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3.1. Apache Cordova/Phone gap
Cordova/Phone Gap developers develop their own mobile applications using HTML, JavaScript and CSS. “Phone 
Gap” is possibly one of the most recognizable names in this space. Originally created by Nitobi, the name was 
changed to “Apache Cordova” when it was donated to the Apache Software Foundation.

Pros

∑ Cordova apps they are the set up, like a native application, and they have the capability to control app 
store.

∑ Cordova undergo a plug-in architecture, which is accessible in native device APIs and also used 
completely in a modular way.

Cons

∑ The command of being opens source and leveraging the great talent of a bulky collection of contributors 
is together a blessing and curse. When there is a need to expand app with a custom Cordova/Phone 
Gapplug-in, you will find one odds which may be out of date and that it won’t support the target 
platforms you need.

∑ Odds are that you chose Cordova in part, to avoid the requirement for specialized native platform 
skills.

∑ The performance of Cordova/Phone Gap apps which is often been criticized.

Appcelerator

This provides anintegrated (across devices) JavaScript API, attached with native-platform and some specific 
features.

Pros

∑ When we make use of native UI mechanism is a performance to win, and the Alloy framework attempts 
to normalize UI across platforms.

∑ The best use of JavaScript to standardize code across platforms enables us to control existing skills 
on multiple target platforms.

Cons

∑ Developers are much essential to deal with target platform SDKs locally. It’s much recommended 
for the team to establish a prohibited build environment/Cross Interoperation process if you choose 
to manage SDKs locally, especially if you target multiple platforms.

∑ Standardized UI across platforms, while doubtfully a “pro”, is also a “con” in which our team will 
require educating on a proprietary technology to increase skills that are not openly transferable exterior 
Titanium.

When we go for comparison of these tools which has many pro and equal cons when developing 
interoperation among the cross platform mobile apps. The level of interoperation which is followed in LCIM 
model makes the interoperability the best in cross-platform mobile apps.

The below mentioned Figure 2 shows some of the tools for cross platform and its pros and cons, how much 
it is used in the field has been mentioned .when we go through these tools we can find the drawbacks which 
we face in all the tools interoperation which can be rectified with the help of LCIM Model. Cross-platform 
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development approaches are one way of increasing asset reuse between platforms and reducing drawbacks of 
transmission of messages. The biggest drawback encountered in the approach is insufficient interoperability 
support on cross platform apps.

Figure 2: Cross Platform tools and their usability

CoNCLuSIoN4. 
The current Smartphone market has made it necessary to develop applications for several platforms. Cross-
platform development approaches are one way of increasing asset reuse between platforms. Our study focused 
on the application interoperability approach using the popular existing tools which has many pros and cons when 
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interoperating between cross platform. Overall, the level by level approach was found using LCIM model and 
suitable for best interoperability among the cross platform apps. Comparison of the tools and models among 
application approach with other cross-platform approaches would be another interesting topic, perhaps by 
implementing the same demonstrator using different approaches.
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